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EXECUTIVE POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

Frequently Asked Questions

1. I have 50% aggregate mark in Post-Graduation, but do not have 50% aggregate mark in
graduation. Can I apply for the programme?
No. Post Graduation is not considered as eligibility criteria to apply for the EPGP programmes of
IIMK.
2. I have 50% aggregate mark in graduation & have total work experience 3 years .But some
of my experience is prior to completion of the graduation. Can I apply for this
programme?
No. Applicant must have possessed 3 years work experience after successful completion of
graduation. Any work experience obtained prior to completion of the graduation is not
considered for calculating the total work experience to apply for the EPGP programme of IIM
Kozhikode.
3. Can I attend the classes from abroad?
No. Participant can attend the online classes from designated class room centers within India.
Please refer the following URL to know the nearby class room center (Times Center for Learning
Ltd).https://www.iimk.ac.in/academics/epgp/classroomcentres.php
4. What will be the title of final certificate issued on successful completion of the program?
The certificate will be titled “Executive Post Graduate Certificate in Respective Specialisation
Area”.
5. Is there any placement assistance on successful completion of the programme?
EPGP programmes are meant for those executives in their middle / senior management
positions wishing to augment their management expertise and leadership abilities. The
programme is supposed to help working executives in their current work roles and career
progression paths. Hence a formal placement assistance scheme is not part of this programme.

6. What is reference letter from current employer referring to in the Annexure-I?
A letter from the organization certifying the candidate is presently working along with the
Name .designation, tenure of employment etc.
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I am unable to get reference letter from my employer .What is the alternative document that
I can submit?
You can provide us the self attested copy of offer letter/Joining report along with latest salary
slip from present employer in lieu of reference letter.
7. Do I need to submit NOC (No Objection Certificate) from current employer, while applying
for the programme?
No. Reference letter /experience letter is required to ascertain the total work experience.
8. I have 15 years of experience after graduation .Do I need to submit the self attested
copies /Produce original certificate for whole 15 year or only proof for last 3 years
experience is sufficient?
Candidates should produce all the experience certificates justifying the total experience
mentioned in the application form.
9. How should I calculate the aggregate percentage of mark obtained?
Aggregate percentage is the average of percentage of mark obtained in each
year/semester.
10. Whether the one year certificate program is equivalent to MBA?
No. Executive Post Graduate Certificate Programmes are advanced certificate programmes,
conceived with the idea of providing specialized learning in the specific business function. These
programmes offers a range of foundation, advanced and integrative courses in the specific
functional area for working executives aiming to build specialized competency in specific
business function.
If you could not find answer to your query, please write to epgpadmission@iimk.edu.in.
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